Fachbereich 9 - Medienstudiengänge  
Department 9 - Media Courses

Kommentar zur Lehrveranstaltung im WS 2022/23  
Description of seminars

Veranstalter*in: Kerstin Radde-Antweiler

Titel (dt.): Communication, Religion and Ethics in Digital Society

Titel (engl.):

Beschreibung:

Description:

The seminar "Communication, Religion and Ethics in Digital Society" discusses the normative change of processes of digitalization and data processing in society with a focus on ethics in digital media and on the religious field. In particular, it deals with questions of responsibilities and social negotiation processes. In addition, the focus is on the question of which different actors are involved in such processes and in what form. Traditionally, churches and other ideological group are institutions that influenced ethical values. How do they position themselves in a digitized society nowadays? Which protagonists within the media system are still relevant and which not? And furthermore, how does – organized and individual – religion change in times of deep mediatization? Can we observe a rising secularization as Stig Hjarvard suggested? Or can we observe different transformation patterns in individual actor constellations? The seminar will discuss different mediatization theories in the field of religion and will ask on the base of different case studies, how do communicative practices change in times when actors live in a qualitatively and quantitatively expanded media environment and to what extent does this affect their understanding of religion?

Literatur:

Literature: will be announced at the beginning of the seminar and uploaded in StudIP.